
Vantage 
Intelligence 
Repository (VIR)

Creating an intelligence repository that centralizes data,  
review work product, coding decisions, & metadata from  
prior matters enables clients to not only fully leverage data 
reuse, but turn their data insights into a strategic advantage.

Data re-use has traditionally only been partially effective without 

the ability to properly leverage historic coding across matters. VIR 

solves for this by providing a single source of truth with the use of 

our proprietary Universal Hashing (uH+) to manage review work 

product, including coding for relevance, privilege, redactions, and 

other fields in a way that no one else does.  

 

 

Universal Hashing is truly unique and drastically enhances our 

ability to detect duplicate material regardless of geography,  

collection or processing methodology, producing party, or  

information systems. uH+ removes roadblocks for clients transfer-

ring historic legal data to UnitedLex previously managed by other 

service providers.

What Makes VIR Different

Real World Applications

Universal 
Hashing 
(uH+)

Other  
Platforms

Accelerate Productions (immediately produce data from prior matters) 

Consistent Privilege Coverage (when OC guidelines differ across cases)

Replicate Standard Coding (corporate documents, INDA/NDAs, etc.)

Prioritize Custodians (based on responsiveness rates)

Sunset Legacy Platforms (retain work product from Concordance, Summation, etc.)



Vantage  
Intelligence  
Repository (VIR) in Action

Vantage Intelligence Repository allows 
clients to leverage prior data and coding 
decisions to streamline document review, 
reduce risk of coding collisions, and better 
manage their eDiscovery process.

A Fortune500 pharmaceutical 

company was looking for a way to 

leverage previously collected docu-

ments and prior work product to find 

cost savings across their litigation 

portfolio.

UnitedLex proposed a new solution 

for the client, the Vantage Intelli-

gence Repository to compile meta-

data and coding decisions. Starting 

with 3 existing matters, UnitedLex 

technology experts customized a 

database to form the basis of the 

Intelligence Repository, as well as a 

workflow to expand with each mat-

ter moving forward.

Amplifying Discovery  
Decisions 
The initial Intelligence Repository 

consisted of 7.5 million records, 4.6 

million MD5Hash values, and 7.6 

million work product and coding de-

cisions including: privilege, redaction, 

confidentiality, relevance, impor-

tance, issues, and other. 

The Intelligence Repository enabled 

the reuse of 1.2 million documents 

and their associated coding deci-

sions resulting in $2 million in project-

ed cost savings in year one. Based 

on these results, the client antici-

pates recycling 20% of their work 

producing efficiencies, and gaining 

speed to legal intelligence, all while 

reducing the risk to the business.

By the Numbers

7.5 Million 1.2 Million $2 Million 20%

The Details

records in initial build documents and coding 

decisions identified for reuse

year one projected 

cost savings

anticipated 

efficiency gains


